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and then there were five
by viletti

Summary

Reina, Raidou, Ōshiro, Ishikawa, and Satō become closer after the festival and therefore start
hanging out more.

Notes

See the end of the work for notes

http://archiveofourown.org/users/viletti/pseuds/viletti


Raido was pretty happy with how the festival he went to with his friends. It ended with fun
fireworks and some more hanging out before they all headed home. Ishikawa was stoked
about possibly developing a 5-person friendship group, asking for everyone's phone numbers.
The day after, Raido woke up to the groupchat Ishikawa had created. 

 

Five Pretty Best Friends

ishiwa: Okok I've made it

ishiwa: Now I obviously know a bunch about you guys, BUT who wants to play Crazy 8's?

ishiwa sent a game in chat!

Aha-rain joined game

Satomb joined game

Shiro joined game

Ryedough joined game

 

Ryedough: Hold on, why are our names like this?

Shiro: Why does my name not have its O in it?

Satomb: I helped with names

ishiwa: It's fun :)

Ryedough: Ok but I don't understand mine

Aha-rain: ^

Satomb: they're all supposed to sound like your names 

Shiro: uhm but yours doesn't exactly-

Satomb: PLUS it's funny cuz rye dough is an actual thing

Ryedough: Uh okay 

 

Ishiwa played a green 4!



Aha-rain played a green 3! Uno!

Ryedough played a crazy 8!

Satomb played a yellow 3!

Shiro played a yellow 7!

Ishiwa played a yellow +2!

Aha-rain played a red +2! 

 

*Aha-rain wins the match!*

 

Satomb: congrats!!

Shiro: Uhm... good game, Reina-chan!

Ryedough: ^

Ishiwa: ^

Aha-rain: thank you

 



End Notes

one sec lemme just finish this when I get my life back together
honored to be the 4th fanfic in the Aharen-san Wa Hakarenai tag :'D
I hope you guys enjoyed this!

Please drop by the Archive and comment to let the creator know if you enjoyed their work!

http://archiveofourown.org/works/39222345/comments/new
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